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ABSTRACT:  In this assignment we proposed to enhance routing overall performance in hybrid wi-fi networks. We 

the usage of ad-hoc relay stations to dynamically relay site visitors from one telephone to every other in order to keep 

away from architectures in literature, and in contrast and mentioned techniques to decrease the price of deployment for 

MCNs. The work investigates how to allocate the bandwidth to customers to enhance the overall performance of hybrid 

Wi-Fi networks. We in addition regarded the Wi-Fi interference in optimizing the useful resource allocation in hybrid 

Wi-Fi networks. The work proposes a coalitional sport idea primarily based cooperative packet shipping scheme in 

hybrid Wi-Fi networks. There are additionally learn about radio frequency allocation for course transmission and relay 

transmission in hybrid Wi-Fi networks. These works are orthogonal to our learn about in this paper and can be 

integrated into DTRP to similarly beautify its performance. The throughput ability of the hybrid Wi-Fi community 

beneath distinct settings has also been an lively lookup theme in the hybrid wifi network. Since Base stations are linked 

with a wired backbone, we anticipate that there are no bandwidth and energy constraints on transmissions between 

Base stations. 

We use intermediate nodes to denote relay nodes that characteristic as gateways connecting an infrastructure wi-fi 

community and a cellular ad-hoc network Our DTRP algorithm avoids the shortcomings of adhoc transmission in the 

preceding routing algorithms that without delay mix an ad-hoc transmission mode and a cell transmission mode. Rather 

than the usage of the multichip ad-hoc transmission, DTR makes use of two hop forwarding by means of relying on 

node motion and good sized base stations. All different components stay the identical as these in the preceding routing 

algorithms (including the interplay with the TCP layer). DTRP works on the Internet layer. It receives packets from the 

TCP layer and routes it to the vacation spot node, the place DTRP forwards the packet to the TCP layer. The statistics 

routing technique in DTRP can be divided into two steps: uplink from a supply node to the first BS and downlink from 

the ultimate BS to the data’s destination. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the hybrid WSN, node of electricity consumption is necessary for each and every sensor node due to the fact it 

extends hybrid WSN life. The Wireless sensor community is a series of all sensors which unfold over large geographic 

area. As sensors are unfold in giant region and massive in number, the occurrences of faults in the community are 

additionally find. Hence to discover out the fault node and to substitute the fault node an algorithm is proposed. This 

paper proposes one-of-a-kind algorithm to make bigger the lifetime of a hybrid wi-fi sensor networks when some of the 

sensor nodes fail down the use of the algorithm can end result in some replacements of sensor nodes and used routing 

path. Thus, the algorithm enhances the hybrid WSN lifetime and reduces the trade of the sensor nodes. A hybrid Wi-Fi 

community mixture of a cell ad-hoc community and an infrastructure Wi-Fi community and in the end enhances the 

ability of a large location Wi-Fi network. Routing protocol is an vital element that influences the energy of a Wi-Fi 

community in facts transmission. Routing route in hybrid Wi-Fi networks aggregate of the mobile Transmission Mode 
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(BSTransmission Mode) in Ad-Hoc transmission mode and infrastructure Wi-Fi networks the in cellular ad- hoc 

networks. 

1. Load Balancing Algorithm: It suggest a load balancing scheme known as iCAR for mobile networks, which 

locations advert hoc relay nodes at strategic places to relay visitors from congested cells to no congested ones. 

2. Wireless Network with RRP algorithm: It think about the Multistage Multilane Close-Network primarily based 

swap by way of Chao et a. It is designed IN 5 degrees of switch modules with top-level structure equal as to exterior 

enter or output ports. The first and remaining levels Close are include of input De-Multiplexers and output 

multiplexers, having comparable interior buildings and a number of Wi-Fi sensors. This algorithm generates the grade 

quantity and routing table, a set of acquaintance nodes and payload price every sensor node. 

 

II. RELATED STUDY 
 

1) Efficient resource allocation in hybrid wireless networks 

AUTHORS:   B. Bengfort, W. Zhang, and X. Du. 

In this paper, we study an emerging type of wireless network - Hybrid Wireless Networks (HWNs). A HWN consists 

of an infrastructure wireless network (e.g., a cellular network) and several ad hoc nodes (such as a Mobile ad hoc 

network). Forming a HWN is a very cost-effective way to improve wireless coverage and the available bandwidth to 

users. Specifically, in this work we investigate the issue of bandwidth allocation in multi-hop HWNs. We propose three 

efficient bandwidth allocation schemes for HWNs: top-down, bottom-up, and auction-based allocation schemes. In 

order to evaluate the bandwidth allocation schemes, we develop a simulated HWN environment. Our simulation results 

show that the proposed schemes achieve good performance: the schemes can achieve maximum revenue/utility in many 

cases, while also providing fairness. We also show that each of the schemes has merit in different application scenarios. 

2) Interference aware resource allocation for hybrid hierarchical wireless networks 

AUTHORS: P. Thulasiraman and X. Shen. 

This paper addresses the problem of interference aware resource allocation for OFDMA based hybrid hierarchical 

wireless networks. We develop two resource allocation algorithms considering the impact of wireless interference 

constraints using a weighted SINR conflict graph to quantify the interference among the various nodes: (1) interference 

aware routing using maximum concurrent flow optimization; and (2) rate adaptive joint subcarrier and power allocation 

algorithm under interference and QoS constraints. We exploit spatial reuse to allocate subcarriers in the network and 

show that an intelligent reuse of resources can improve throughput while mitigating interference. We provide a sub-

optimal heuristic to solve the rate adaptive resource allocation problem. We demonstrate that aggressive spatial reuse 

and fine tuned-interference modeling garner advantages in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay and power 

distribution. 

3) A hybrid network model for wireless packet data networks 

AUTHORS: H. Y. Hsieh and R. Sivakumar 

We propose a hybrid network model called Sphinx for cellular wireless packet data networks. Sphinx uses a peer-to-

peer network model in tandem with the cellular network model to achieve higher throughput and lower-power 

consumption. At the same time, Sphinx avoids the typical pitfalls of the pure peer-to-peer network model including 

unfair resource allocation, and throughput degradation due to mobility and traffic locality. We present simulation 

results showing that Sphinx outperforms the cellular network model in terms of throughput and power consumption, 

and achieves better fairness and resilience to mobility than the peer-to-peer network model. 

  

4) Multihop cellular networks: Technology and economics 

AUTHORS: X. J. Li, B. C. Seet, and P. H. J. Chong 

Recently, multihop cellular networks (MCNs) were proposed to preserve the advantages of traditional single-hop 

cellular networks with multihop ad hoc relaying networks, while minimizing the drawbacks that they involved. In this 

way, MCNs enhance the performance of both the existing cellular networks and ad hoc networks. Consequently, MCN-

type system is considered as a promising candidate of fourth generation (4G) wireless network for future mobile 

communications. This paper surveys a number of MCN-type architectures in literature through a comprehensive 

comparison and discussion among the proposed architectures. The discussion is divided into two phases. In the first 

phase, we review the concept of MCN and compare the selected MCN-type architectures from a technology 

perspective. In the second phase, we further compare and discuss the economic perspective on the deployment of 

MCNs. Specifically, we focus on the economic considerations for deploying relays in MCN-type systems. 

 

5) Dynamic source routing in ad hoc wireless networks 

AUTHORS: D. B. Johnson and D. A. Maltz 
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An ad hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile hosts forming a temporary network without the aid of any 

established infrastructure or centralized administration. In such an environment, it may be necessary for one mobile 

host to enlist the aid of other hosts in forwarding a packet to its destination, due to the limited range of each mobile 

host’s wireless transmissions. This paper presents a protocol for routing in ad hoc networks that uses dynamic source 

routing. The protocol adapts quickly to routing changes when host movement is frequent, yet requires little or no 

overhead during periods in which hosts move less frequently. Based on results from a packet-level simulation of mobile 

hosts operating in an ad hoc network, the protocol performs well over a variety of environmental conditions such as 

host density and movement rates. For all but the highest rates of host movement simulated, the overhead of the protocol 

is quite low, falling to just 1% of total data packets transmitted for moderate movement rates in a network of 24 mobile 

hosts. In all cases, the difference in length between the routes used and the optimal route lengths is negligible, and in 

most cases, route lengths are on average within a factor of 1.01 of optimal.. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

EXISTING SYSTEM 
A hybrid wi-fi community synergistically combines an infrastructure wi-fi community and a cellular adhoc 

community to leverage their blessings and overcome their shortcomings, and in the end will increase the throughput 

capability of a wide-area wi-fi network. A routing protocol is a indispensable factor that influences the throughput 

ability of a wi-fi community in information transmission. Most contemporary routing protocols in hybrid wi-fi 

networks truly mix the mobile transmission mode (i.e. BS transmission mode) in infrastructure wi-fi networks and the 

ad-hoc transmission mode in cell ad-hoc networks. 

The protocols use the multi-hop routing to ahead a message to the cell gateway nodes that are closest to the BSes or 

have the perfect bandwidth to the BSes. The bandwidth of a channel is the most throughput (i.e., transmission charge in 

bits/s) that can be achieved. The cell gateway nodes then ahead the messages to the BSes, functioning as bridges to join 

the ad-hoc community and the infrastructure network. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Considering the large BSes, the cellular nodes have a excessive chance of encountering a BS whilst moving. Taking 

gain of this feature, we suggest a Distributed Three-hop Data Routing protocol (DTR). In DTR a supply node divides a 

message circulation into a variety of segments.  Each phase is despatched to a neighbor cell node. Based on the QoS 

requirement, these cell relay nodes pick out between direct transmission or relay transmission to the BS. In relay 

transmission, a section is forwarded to some other cellular node with greater ability to a BS than the modern-day node. 

In direct transmission, a phase is without delay forwarded to a BS. 

In the infrastructure, the segments are rearranged in their unique order and despatched to the destination. The range 

of routing hops in DTR is restrained to three, such as at most two hops in the ad-hoc transmission mode and one hop in 

the cell transmission mode. To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings, DTR tries to restrict the quantity of hops.  

The first hop forwarding distributes the segments of a message in extraordinary instructions to totally make use of the 

resources, and the viable 2nd hop forwarding ensures the excessive capability of the forwarder. DTR additionally has a 

congestion manipulate algorithm to stability the visitors load between the close by BSes in order to keep away from site 

visitors congestion at BSes. 
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Fig.2 Proposed Flow Diagram 
 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

MODULES 

• Server 

• Client 

• DTR 

• Load Balncing 

1.2.1 MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

1. Sever 

Server is the souce mechine. it is usused to ship the facts from the admin. these datss datas are sending via 

acknlodgemnt. Server can monitoring the purchaser records thru routing path. Since BSes are linked with a wired 

backbone, we expect that there are no bandwidth and electricity constraints on transmissions between BSes. We use 

intermediate nodes to denote relay nodes that feature as gateways connecting an infrastructure wi-fi community and a 

cell ad-hoc network.We anticipate each and every cell node is dual-mode; that is, it has ad-hoc community interface 

such as a WLAN radio interface and infrastructure community interface. DTR ambitions to shift the routing burden 

from the adhoc community to the infrastructure community via taking gain of massive base stations in a hybrid wi-fi 

network. Rather than the usage of one multi-hop route to ahead a message to one BS, DTR makes use of at most two 

hops to relay the segments of a message to one of a kind BSes in a dispensed manner, and depends on BSes to mix the 

segments. 

 

2. Client 

Client is a vacation spot mechine,to get hold of the server information sequentially. It receives the facts thru router 

structure of packets. In this module, we enhance it in Router. When a supply node desires to transmit a message flow to 

a vacation spot node, it divides the message move into a wide variety of partial streams referred to as segments and 

transmits every section to a neighbor node. Upon receiving a phase from the supply node, a neighbor node regionally 

decides between direct transmission and relay transmission based totally on the QoS requirement of the application. 

The neighbor nodes ahead these segments in a disbursed manner to close by BSes. Relying on the infrastructure 

community routing, the BSes in addition transmit the segments to the BS the place the vacation spot node resides. The 

ultimate BS rearranges the segments into the unique order and forwards the segments to the destination. It makes use of 

the mobile IP transmission approach to ship segments to the vacation spot if the vacation spot strikes to some other BS 

at some stage in section transmission. 

A lengthy routing route will lead to excessive overhead, warm spots and low reliability. Thus, DTR tries to restrict 

the direction length. It makes use of one hop to ahead the segments of a message in a allotted manner and makes use of 

any other hop to locate high-capacity forwarder for excessive overall performance routing. 
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3. DTR 

DTR is a Distributed Three-hop Routing protocol, it is used to splitting the statistics circulation into segments and 

transmits the segments in a disbursed manner. It additionally reduces overhead due to quick direction lengths and the 

removing of route discovery and maintenance. As a result, DTR limits the direction size of uplink routing to two hops 

in order to keep away from the issues of long-path multi-hop routing in the ad-hoc networks. Specifically, in the uplink 

routing, a supply node at the beginning divides its message circulation into a wide variety of segments, then transmits 

the segments to its neighbor nodes. The neighbor nodes ahead segments to BSes, which will ahead the segments to the 

BS the place the vacation spot resides.Below, we first provide an explanation for how to outline capacity, then 

introduce the way for a node to accumulate the ability records from its neighbors, and subsequently existing the 

important points of the DTR routing algorithm. 

 

4. Load balncing 

This is ultimate module in this task for balancing the load the use of conjestion manage algorithm. these divides the 

large load between the base stations for ship the information very quick and environment friendly manner. We advocate 

a congestion manipulate algorithm to keep away from overloading BSes in uplink transmission and downlink 

transmission, respectively. In order to limit the broadcasting overhead, a cell node dwelling in the location of a BS no 

longer shut to the vacation spot BS drops the query. The nodes can decide their approximate relative positions to BSes 

by means of sensing the sign strengths from distinctive BSes. Each node provides the power of its acquired sign into its 

beacon message that is periodically exchanged between neighbor nodes so that the nodes can pick out their relative 

positions to every other. Only these cell nodes that continue to be farther than the question forwarder from the 

forwarder’s BS ahead the queries in the course of the vacation spot BS. In this way, the question can be forwarded to 

the vacation spot BS faster. 

 

OUTPUT 

 

 
SERVER FORM 

 
CLIENT FORM 
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ROUTER MAIN FORM 

 
ROUTER IP ADDRESS ENTRY FORM 

 
Server Data Upload 

 

Data Sending Process 
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IP Address entry form 

 
Source file Selection Form 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Hybrid wi-fi networks have been receiving growing interest in current years. A hybrid wi-fi community combining 

an infrastructure wi-fi community and a cell ad-hoc community leverages their blessings to make bigger the throughput 

potential of the system. However, cutting-edge hybrid wi-fi networks genuinely mix the routing protocols in the two 

kinds of networks records transmission, which prevents them from accomplishing greater machine capacity. In this 

paper, we suggest a Distributed Three-hop Routing (DTR) statistics routing protocol that integrates the twin aspects of 

hybrid wi-fi networks in the statistics transmission process. In DTR, a supply node divides a message circulate into 

segments and transmits them to its cellular neighbors, which similarly ahead the segments to their vacation spot thru an 

infrastructure network. DTR limits the routing course size to three, and constantly arranges for high-capacity nodes to 

ahead facts. 

VI.  FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

This future work proposed a random get admission to based totally MAC protocol for underwater sensor networks, 

focusing on low obligation cycle functions with tremendously sparse sensor deployment. To our great knowledge, 

however, there is no formal assessment of the random get right of entry to and sensing methods in underwater sensor 

networks. This is due to the fact the multi-hop transmission in the ad-hoc community  significantly reduces the 

throughput. Meanwhile, the cellular gateway nodes is without problems end up congested, main to extra message 

drops. In addition, its distinguishing traits of brief course length, short-distance transmission, and balanced load 

distribution furnish excessive routing reliability and efficiency. DTR additionally has a congestion manage algorithm to 

keep away from load congestion in BSes in the case of unbalanced site visitors distributions in networks. Theoretical 
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evaluation and simulation consequences exhibit that DTR can dramatically enhance the throughput potential and 

scalability of hybrid wi-fi networks due to its excessive scalability, efficiency, and reliability and low overhead. does 

now not work nicely in networks with giant transmission range, whilst random get right of entry to has no such 

constraint. Furthermore, in future has higher overall performance than random get admission to in massive packet 

dimension networks. Lastly, in the case of bursty traffic, can gain greater throughput whilst at particularly decrease 

conversation overhead in contrast with random access. 
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